
Chapter 32 Practice Quiz 

 
You are now responsible to write קטל in any Qal, Niphal, Piel, Pual, Hiphil, or Hophal verb 

form. 

For Hophal verbs, either form is fine. You must write the accent if it’s not on the last syllable. 

קטל HpP3cp קטל  

קטל HpI3ms קטל  

קטל HpPtMP קטל  
 

As always, you may be asked to parse and translate any verb form that we have studied thus far. 

 If a verb is grammatically ambiguous, you must list both possibilities unless the context disambiguates it. 

Parse all verbs and translate 

ְך  ָהְמל ַ֔

 מלך HpP3ms 

 He was made king. 

 
For chapters 24–36, the relevant questions in the “strong verb summary” section at the end of the study guide 

will be asked repeatedly. Information in [brackets] can be omitted. For example: 

How do Hophal strong verbs begin? 

 P   ְֻה    OR    ְָה   

 I   ְֻי    OR   ְָי    etc. 

 Pt   ְֻמ    OR    ְָמ   

The    ְ ָ  is Qamets Hatuf. 

What is VS for Hophal strong verbs?  A 
 



Chapter 32 Practice Quiz – Answer Key 

 
You are now responsible to write קטל in any Qal, Niphal, Piel, Pual, Hiphil, or Hophal verb 

form. 

For Hophal verbs, either form is fine. You must write the accent if it’s not on the last syllable. 

 ֻהְקְטלּו   OR   ָהְקְטלּו HpP3cp קטל

ל HpI3ms קטל ל      OR   ָיְקט   ֻיְקט 

 ֻמְקָטִלים    OR    ָמְקָטִלים HpPtMP קטל

 

As always, you may be asked to parse and translate any verb form that we have studied thus far. 

 If a verb is grammatically ambiguous, you must list both possibilities unless the context disambiguates it. 

Parse all verbs and translate 

ְך  ָהְמל ַ֔

 מלך HpP3ms 

 He was made king. 

 
For chapters 24–36, the relevant questions in the “strong verb summary” section at the end of the study guide 

will be asked repeatedly. Information in [brackets] can be omitted. For example: 

How do Hophal strong verbs begin? 

 P   ְֻה    OR    ְָה   

 I   ְֻי    OR   ְָי    etc. 

 Pt   ְֻמ    OR    ְָמ   

The    ְ ָ  is Qamets Hatuf. 

What is VS for Hophal strong verbs?  A 
 


